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informed decisions. A wealth of prior work has taken a
variety of approaches to understanding online reviews and
these classification systems. This work ranges from studying
the factors motivating both honest and problematic reviews to
exploring how to detect and generate opinion spam or fake
reviews [6], [10], [11]. Most of this work examines reviews
and review classification systems at a single point in time.
Because classification decisions are not static, this perspective
is incomplete.
Research questions. We sought to address the following
research questions:
1) How frequent is review reclassification on Yelp?
2) How do factors such as review age, author, and geography correlate with reclassification on Yelp?
Within geographic factors, we focused on population density
and median household income.
Contributions. In this work, we move from a view of
reviews at rest to a view of reviews in motion. We explore
the dynamic classification of reviews through the collection
and analysis of three novel, longitudinal datasets, focused on
Yelp. We sought to observe the changing nature of review
classification, and thus we collected datasets in which we
observed reviews for a fixed set of businesses at multiple times.
We focus on the movement of reviews between Yelp’s “Recommended” and “Not Recommended” classifications, which
we call “reclassification.”
Our contributions are as follows:
1) The largest longitudinal dataset of reviews. We collected
over 2M unique reviews of more than 10K businesses.
We monitored those reviews over periods from four
months to eight years, resulting in 12.5M data points.
2) The first study of review reclassification, including an
in-depth examination of this previously unexplored phenomenon. We find reclassification rates—the percentage
of reviews reclassified during the study period—from
0.54% over 4 months to 8.69% over 8 years. We uncover
demographic disparities in reclassification.
Implications. Our results demonstrate that reviews are
routinely reclassified, occasionally multiple times. These reclassifications suggest details of Yelp’s classifier, the degree
of confidence in classifications, the difficulty of classifying
reviews, and more. The frequency of reclassification also
raises questions regarding studies that depend on Yelp’s classifications as ground truth [12]–[17]. Reviews reclassified

Abstract—The United Nations Consumer Protection Guidelines
list “access ... to adequate information ... to make informed
choices” as a core consumer protection right. However, problematic online reviews and errors by algorithms that detect those
reviews pose obstacles to the fulfillment of this right. Research on
problematic reviews and defense algorithms often derives insights
from a single web crawl, but the filtering decisions those crawls
observe may not be static: these algorithms may cause a review
to disappear or reappear after the crawl. These often-opaque
changes may frustrate not only authors whose reviews vanish but
also consumers and affected businesses. For example, a business
may go from a 3.5- to 4.5-star rating despite receiving no new
reviews. We introduce a novel longitudinal angle to the study
of problematic reviews. We focus on “reclassification,” wherein a
platform changes its filtering decision for a review. We performed
repeated web crawls of Yelp to create three longitudinal datasets.
These datasets highlight the platform’s dynamic treatment of
reviews. We compiled more than 2M unique reviews across over
10K businesses in 12.5M data points. Our datasets are available
for researchers to use.
Our longitudinal approach gives us a unique perspective on
Yelp’s classifier and allows us to explore reclassification. We find
that more than 8% of reviews may move between Yelp’s two main
classifier classes (“Recommended” and “Not Recommended”),
raising concerns about prior work’s use of Yelp’s classes as
ground truth. Some reviews move multiple times: we observed
up to five reclassifications in eleven months. Our data suggests
demographic disparities in reclassifications, with more changes
in lower income and low-middle density areas.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Online reviews are a key source of consumer information,
play an important role in consumer protection, and have a
substantial impact on businesses’ economic outcomes [1]–
[3]. This creates incentives for various parties to engage in
problematic reviewing practices [4], [5]. These practices are of
ongoing interest to regulators and encompass a large spectrum
of behaviors, such as creation of new accounts for posting fake
reviews, hijacking of legitimate accounts, compensation of
real users for posting favorable reviews, incentivized reviews
generally, reviews written by friends or competitors, hiding
of negative reviews, requests for negative reviews be handled
confidentially, or reviews that are not relevant to the product
or service [6]–[9]. To address the challenges problematic
reviews pose, review platforms have created classification
systems to present users with the best reviews to make
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multiple times—of which we observed 1,233 cases—suggest
that reclassifications do not always move towards ground truth.
Balancing fairness to legitimate reviewers with the need to
remove problematic reviews is a challenging problem, and our
work sheds light on these challenges.
We provide an extended version of this work and access to our dataset at https://sites.google.com/princeton.edu/
longitudinal-review-data/.

A. Background
Yelp divides reviews into two primary categories, assigned
by a software classifier. The categories are “Recommended”
and “Not Recommended.” Yelp lists four considerations in
classifying a review as “Not Recommended:” conflicts of
interest, solicited reviews, reliability, and usefulness. Not Recommended reviews do not affect metrics like a business’s
average star rating, and Yelp displays these reviews less
prominently [7], [36], [37]. Yelp also has a third review class—
“Removed for Violating our Terms of Service”—which we do
not use in our analysis. While Yelp has published an official
review dataset for academic purposes [38], this dataset is not
up-to-date and includes only Recommended reviews.
We chose to study Yelp because prior work had established reference datasets we could compare against [14].
Furthermore, Yelp allows access to reviews that it does not
recommend, unlike many other platforms.

II. R ELATED WORK
Extensive academic literature from multiple disciplines
studies online reviews and fake reviews. We highlight four
primary areas of prior work: longitudinal study of reviews,
demographics and reviews, problematic reviews, and incentives for reviewing. To the best of our knowledge, no other
studies focus on review reclassification. Yelp acknowledges
that an automated system classifies and sometimes reclassifies
reviews, but Yelp does not disclose the frequency with which
reclassification happens [7], [18].
Longitudinal study. Some researchers have performed longitudinal analyses on reviews with a single snapshot, for
example by using review dates [19]–[21]. Other studies have
linked datasets together to gain a better view of the review
landscape, but still rely on a single snapshot for each data
point [22]. Our work provides the first perspective on how
review classifications change.
Demographics and reviews. Ensuring equal access to and
treatment by technology is an important equity issue. Prior
work explores how regional factors like population density
impact review posting frequency [11], [19], [23], [24], with
mixed and sometimes conflicting findings. We offer additional
details on the interaction between demographics and reviews.
Problematic reviews. Problematic reviews have been a persistent challenge in the review landscape, particularly detecting
fake reviews. Ott et al. estimate that fake reviews occurred at
a rate of 2-6% across six platforms [25], but other estimates of
fake reviews reach 50%-70% [26], [27]. Yelp reports filtering
about one quarter of its reviews [28]. A wealth of research
focuses on detecting fake reviews [6], [14], [16], [20], [29]–
[31]. Some have taken an adversarial approach, generating fake
reviews rather than detecting them [17], [32], [33].
One challenge in analyzing fake reviews is the absence
of ground-truth data. Fake reviews may be designed to fool
even humans [34]. To overcome this challenge, prior work has
taken several approaches, such as using leaked data from fake
reviewers [35], posing as customers to fake review providers to
identify fake reviews [29], employing hand-crafted heuristics
like duplication [6], paying study participants to create artificial fake reviews [34], and using Yelp’s classifications [12],
[14]. Our work highlights a danger in using Yelp’s labels as
ground truth for a problematic review classifier.

B. Datasets
We describe each dataset that we compiled below. Table I
provides summary details and statistics for these datasets.
Coarse Dataset (EYG). The first dataset includes a single
recrawl of the same businesses that Mukherjee et al. [14]
previously crawled, enabling us to observe reclassifications of
the reviews. We call this the “eight year gap (EYG)” dataset
because Mukherjee et al. performed their crawl in 2012 and
we performed ours in 2020.
Fine Dataset (CHI). To examine reclassification in finer
detail, we built our second dataset by collecting reviews from
businesses in a given set of ZIP Codes repeatedly: eight times
over eleven months. To provide some overlap with the EYG
businesses, we included the same ZIP Codes from the EYG
dataset. These ZIP Codes are all in the Chicago metropolitan
area, so we call this the “Chicago (CHI)” dataset. This more
comprehensive but localized coverage of reviews allows us to
observe things like multiple reviews from the same authors.
Population Density and Income (UDIS / UDS & UIS).
Our third dataset (UDIS) is really a pair of datasets that offers
a more representative range of reviews across the US: our “US
Density Stratified (UDS)” and “US Income Stratified (UIS)”
datasets. We stratified US regions along two axes: population
density and median household income. We collected density
and income information from the US Census [39]. We used
ZIP Code Tabulated Areas (ZCTAs) as a proxy for ZIP
Code. ZCTAs approximate and typically match USPS ZIP
Codes [40].
For the density dataset, we divided ZIP Codes into five strata
by population [41]. We uniformly sampled ZIP Codes from
each strata until we had sampled at least 500 businesses from
that strata, using the Yelp Fusion API to determine how many
businesses were in each ZIP Code. We collected four monthly
crawls for each business. We repeated the same process for
the income dataset.
The strata for the income crawls are: $0–$55k, $55k–$68k,
$68k–$82k, $82k–$105k, $105k–$250k; for density: 0–67,
67–302, 302–881, 881–1,873, 1,873–57,541 ppl/km2 .

III. DATA COLLECTION
We collected and constructed three longitudinal datasets to
study reviews on Yelp.
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TABLE I
C OMPOSITION OF THE DATASETS .

Timespan
# Reviews
# Unique reviews
# Businesses
# Crawls
# Authors (range)
% Reclassified
% Recommended

EYG

CHI

UDS

UIS

8 years
263,308
196,383
201
2
100,713 - 119,037
8.69%
88.19%

11 months
10,485,007
1,395,870
5,773
8
404,706 - 520,195
0.87%
88.90%

4 months
1,409,059
358,184
2,829
4
212,348 - 259,862
0.54%
85.69%

4 months
1,145,995
292,107
2,843
4
180,994 - 221,591
0.61%
85.22%

C. Collection

TABLE II
R ECLASSIFICATION OF REVIEWS BETWEEN 2012 AND 2020 ( E . G . TOP
RIGHT IS REVIEWS N OT R ECOMMENDED IN 2012 BUT R ECOMMENDED IN
2020). I NCLUDES ONLY REVIEWS PRESENT IN BOTH SNAPSHOTS .

For each dataset, collection occurred in two phases. First,
we had an initial setup phase to compile the set of businesses
to crawl. Next, we crawled for and collected reviews one or
more times. At the time of each crawl, we visited and collected
all reviews for each business. We provide an overview of our
collection process in Appendix B, Figure 7, and a list of data
and metadata collected in Appendix B, Table IV.

Rec. (2020)
Not Rec. (2020)

Rec. (2012)

Not Rec. (2012)

56,048
2,249

3,566
5,059

IV. R ESULTS

Business data. To collect data from Yelp, we first identified
the businesses to crawl. For the EYG dataset, we used Yelp’s
Fusion API [42] to collect business URLs for the business
identifiers we had. For the CHI and UDIS datasets, we used
Yelp’s Fusion API for each targeted ZIP Code to collect a list
of all businesses. In situations where the search exceeded the
API’s response limit, we divided our query using other search
parameters to reduce the size of the response. We took the
union of the businesses returned by all queries and excluded
any results that did not have an address with a targeted ZIP
Code. For each dataset, we determined our targeted business
list initially, and it remained static over all crawls.

Our findings hint at details of Yelp’s approach to classification, possible changes to its classifier, confidence in classifications, and the difficulty of the problem. They also suggest the
impact reclassifications may have on reviewers, consumers,
and businesses. For studies that use Yelp’s classifications as
ground truth [12]–[17], our observations may help in assessing
the validity of particular findings.
In the long run, reviews disproportionately migrate to
Recommended. We first consider reclassification over the long
term with the coarse EYG dataset. Table II shows how review
classes changed between the two crawls. Reclassification is not
uncommon: although most reviews remain in the same class,
a significant number are classified differently between crawls
(χ2 test with 1 degree of freedom: p << 1e − 5). Despite the
fact that 87.6% of the reviews were already Recommended in
the 2012 crawl, more reviews are reclassified as Recommended
from Not Recommended than vice versa. Proportionately,
3.9% of reviews that were Recommended in the 2012 crawl
were Not Recommended in 2020, but 41.3% of reviews that
were Not Recommended in 2012 were Recommended in 2020.
This suggests that Yelp errs towards the Not Recommended
class initially for reviews and corrects later.
Many reviews are reclassified; a few are reclassified
frequently. To investigate the frequency and scale of reclassification in the short term, we use the finer CHI dataset.
Table III shows how frequently reviews were reclassified. Approximately 0.8% of reviews were reclassified in this dataset.
Despite the shorter study period and limited number of crawls,
a small fraction of reviews underwent a substantial number
of changes. A few reviews changed classes almost every
measurement. These reviews may be cases that are particularly
hard for Yelp to classify.
In the long run, newer Not Recommended reviews are

Crawling procedure. We used Pyppeteer [43] in headless
mode for our web crawler. To mitigate IP blocking, we used
a VPN. For each crawl, we iterated over each ZIP Code,
then each business in it. We navigated to the business’s page,
then each Recommended review page. If we received a block
page or exceeded 100 page loads since we changed our VPN
connection, we connected to a new VPN server. We then navigated to the Not Recommended reviews, where we repeated
the above process. The CHI and UDIS crawls were repeated
multiple times for a longitudinal perspective. Appendix B,
Figure 6 shows the timeline of the crawls. Appendix A details
additional quality control and post-processing steps.
Ethics. We identify two sources of ethical concerns: the
privacy of the user data we collected, and the impact of our
collection on Yelp’s servers. While all data collected is, or
was, publicly available, review authors did not agree to have
their data included. We treat fields such as author name and
review text as sensitive. We require researchers requesting
sensitive data to provide an adequate justification. To minimize
the impact of our research on Yelp’s servers, we limited the
number of simultaneous crawling threads to six, throttled our
crawlers, and built our crawlers to minimize the pages scraped.
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TABLE III
R ECLASSIFICATION PATTERNS IN CHI DATASET OVER EIGHT CRAWLS .
“R” DENOTES R ECOMMENDED , “N” DENOTES N OT R ECOMMENDED .

1

2

3+

1.0

Percentage of reviews

0.8

Pattern
R
N
Total
R→N
N→R
Total
R→N
N→R
Total
R→N
N→R
R→N
N→R
N→R
Total

→R
→N
→
→
→
→
→

R→N
N→R
R→N→R
N→R→N
N→R→N→R

Count
1,235,194
148,278
1,383,472
4,953
5,573
10,526
706
373
1079
60
75
14
15
2
157

Proportion

# changes
0

0.4
0.2
0.0
2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020 2022
Date

Fig. 2. Cumulative percentage of reviews with a given number of reclassifications that were posted by a given date. For example, by the start of 2018
approximately 20% of reviews with 2 observed reclassifications had been
posted.

% Not Recommended (2012)
% Recommended -> Not Recommended
% Not Recommended -> Recommended

tion in our fine CHI dataset tend to be newer.1 This supports
the idea that Yelp increases its confidence in classifying
reviews as the reviews age, perhaps because Yelp has observed
more activity from the author’s account or the business.
Nevertheless, we see reclassification of reviews dating back
to 2005, so a review’s classification may never be fully stable.
If newer reviews are more likely to undergo reclassification,
the average reclassification rate should decrease as reviews
grow older. The EYG and CHI creation processes (and Figure 2) suggest EYG reviews are older, but the rates for EYG
(8.69% over 8 years; 0.09%/month) and CHI (0.87% over 11
months; 0.08%/month) are similar. The cause is unclear: for
example, Yelp’s classifier may be more stable today, or Yelp
could have overhauled its classifier between the EYG crawls.
Review classes follow the author. To determine if reclassifications are performed at the author level, we investigated
whether authors who have a review classification change are
likely to have their other reviews match the new classification.
In the 1,175 cases in which an author with multiple reviews in
the CHI dataset had a review reclassified, 924 had all of their
reviews match after reclassification. The average percentage of
an author’s review pairs that matched classification was 95.1%
for Recommended reviews and 94.7% for Not Recommended
reviews. This suggests that classifications follow the author.
Demographic factors correlate with reclassification frequency. To test whether Yelp reclassifies reviews for businesses in regions with certain income or density attributes
more frequently, we looked at the average number of reclassifications per review in each stratum for both the UIS
and UDS crawls (Figure 3). Less dense and lower income
regions experience more reclassification. The 60-80% strata
are an outlier in both cases—the 60-80% density stratum
experiences substantially more reclassifications while the 6080% income stratum experiences substantially fewer than its

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

Number of reclassifications
0 (1,383,472)
1 (10,526)
0.8
2 (1,079)
3+ (166)
0.6

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
Review year

Fig. 1. Change in recommendation status by the year reviews posted. The
blue line represents reviews Not Recommended in 2012; the orange and green
lines represent reviews that were Recommended and Not Recommended,
respectively, in 2012 but reclassified in 2020.

more likely to be reclassified. To explore the relationship
between reclassification and review age, we group reviews in
EYG by the year posted. Within each group, we measure the
percentage of reviews Yelp recommended in 2012 as well as
the percentage of 2012 Recommended and Not Recommended
reviews reclassified in 2020 (Figure 1). Note that 2004 has just
five reviews, and all were Recommended in 2012. The trend in
percentage Not Recommended in 2012 that are Recommended
in 2020 (green line) suggests that Yelp was more likely to
reclassify newer reviews from Not Recommended to Recommended. Yelp could have had more time to examine older reviews by 2012, or older, less sophisticated problematic reviews
may have resulted in fewer errors to correct. Alternatively, this
could stem from the use of review age or correlated factors
(e.g., the number of reviews by the author) in classification.
Yelp suggests that it considers how established a reviewer is
when recommending reviews [7], [36].
Newer reviews are more likely to undergo repeated
reclassification, but the chance persists over time. Figure 2
shows that reviews which undergo more frequent reclassifica-

1 Note a small artifact in the upper-right corner of Figure 2: the 1, 2, and
3+ lines rise above the 0 line. The newest reviews cannot have 1, 2, or 3+
reclassifications, since we have fewer observations.
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0.010
0.008

1.0
Percentage Not Recommended

Average number of reclassifications

stratum
Top 20%
20-40%
40-60%
60-80%
Bot. 20%

0.012

0.006
0.004
0.002
0.000

Income

Experiment

0.4
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101

102
Number of reviews

103

104

Fig. 5. Number of reviews versus the percentage of reviews that were Not
Recommended for a business, 2012 and 2020 data (EYG dataset).

While we did not establish a significant correlation between
the number of reviews and the percentage Recommended for
the 2012 data (Spearman’s correlation ρ = 0.13, p = 0.06),
a significant, negative correlation exists for the 2020 data
(ρ = −0.31, p < 1e − 5). In other words, the more reviews a
business has, the smaller the proportion of Not Recommended
reviews. The correlation for the 2020 data may be more
significant because the businesses are more established.

2012
2020

12
Probability density

0.6

100

Fig. 3. Average number of reclassifications per unique review per stratrum.
Black bars indicate the 95% confidence interval

10
8
6
4
2
0

0.8

0.0

Density

14

2012
2020

V. D ISCUSSION
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
0.8
Percentage Not Recommended

1.0

While we discuss reclassifications largely in the abstract,
they may have real consequences for reviewers, consumers,
and businesses. One business had its star rating go from 3.5
to 4.5 after a set of reclassifications. Another went from 2.5 to
1. Such swings can have a substantial impact on the businesses
and on consumers who place their trust in reviews. In another
case, a reviewer had 18 reviews temporarily reclassified as
Not Recommended. Yelp may have temporarily obscured a
considerable amount of legitimate feedback from this reviewer,
or it may be displaying 18 problematic reviews to consumers.
Reviews on Yelp routinely move between classifications,
in both directions, occasionally multiple times. Our observations suggest Yelp errs towards classifying newer reviews
as Not Recommended—correcting later—and tends to makes
decisions on a per-reviewer basis rather than a per-review
basis. We also identify potential demographic disparities in
reclassification frequency. Our approach can offer insights into
reclassification for reviewers, businesses, and consumers, all
of whom are impacted by this opaque practice.
Our analysis has lessons for platforms beyond Yelp. Our
observations suggest a relatively conservative classification
approach by Yelp: until reviewers establish themselves, Yelp
trusts their reviews less. This approach has downsides—
including potentially obscuring legitimate reviews—but may
be effective for other platforms looking to improve review
quality. Yelp’s practice of obscuring suspected problematic
reviews but keeping them accessible is also atypical. This
practice provides some transparency and may work well for
other platforms.

Fig. 4. Probability density of Not Recommended review percentage for a
business in 2012 and 2020 (EYG dataset). Lines are kernel density estimates.

neighbors, but on par with the top income stratum, which
warrants further research. These disparities invite questions as
to why they arise: could something about these regions lead
to more challenging-to-classify reviews, might Yelp’s classifier
not be well tuned to them, etc.?
With more reviews, businesses tend towards a similar
percentage of Not Recommended reviews. We used the EYG
dataset to understand whether review classification has evolved
at the business level. For 2012 and 2020, we examined (1) the
distribution of the percentage of Not Recommended reviews
per business and (2) the connection between number of
reviews and percentage Not Recommended per business. Figure 4 shows the distribution of percentage Not Recommended
by business. The median percentage Not Recommended remains similar (0.122 and 0.115), but the distributions are
distinct (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test p < 0.01). In 2012, many
business have no Not Recommended reviews.
These results may be explained in part by businesses having
fewer reviews in 2012 than 2020. Figure 5 shows the connection between the number of reviews of a business and the
percentage Not Recommended. Most businesses converge to
around the same percentage Not Recommended with enough
reviews. This convergence appears tighter for the 2020 data.
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We observed potential demographic disparities in Yelp’s
practices. Platforms (and perhaps policymakers) should carefully consider such disparities: what inequities exist, what are
their impacts on consumers and businesses, and how can any
negative impacts be mitigated? Even seemingly minor features
like reclassification may create or exacerbate inequalities.
Limitations. Our study is limited to a single platform and
a single country, so it may not be representative. The study
period includes the COVID-19 pandemic, a period of substantial social and economic disruption [44], [45]. Local median
income and population density may not accurately reflect all
businesses and reviewers in a region. We expect that we missed
some data, such as reclassifications that occurred between
crawls. Finally, Yelp may have removed some problematic
reviews for terms of service violations rather than classifying
them as Not Recommended.
Future work. Future work could explore additional platforms or further investigate income, density, and other demographic disparities. It could also consider reviews that Yelp
removed for terms of service violations, which could include
problematic reviews. Finally, it could examine other related
practices, like editing and deleting reviews and business data.
Availability. Our crawling and analysis software is available
at https://sites.google.com/princeton.edu/longitudinal-reviewdata/, and our pseudonymized dataset is available for researchers to access. We hope that our work brings momentum to the longitudinal study of review platforms and helps
advance consumers’ access to quality information.
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A PPENDIX
A. Post-processing and organization
We took additional steps to clean up and organize our data.
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B. Collected data
TABLE IV
DATA AND METADATA COLLECTED .
Field

Description

Reviews
Content
Author ID
Date
Rating
Business ID
Author data
Recommended

Text of the review
Reviewer identifier (differs for Recommended / Not Recommended reviews)
Date of posting
Review rating
Identifier for the business the review was posted to
Name and other public account information
Whether the review is Recommended

Businesses
Identifier for the business
Listed amenities

21
-09

20

20

21
-07

CHI-5
CHI-6
CHI-7
CHI-8

21
-05

21
-03

20

21
-01

CHI-1
CHI-2
CHI-3
CHI-4

20

20
-11

20

20
-09

20

20

20
-07

EYG
UDIS-1
UDIS-2
UDIS-3
UDIS-4

20

Business ID
Amenities

Fig. 6. The timeline for each crawl. Each box indicates the first and last
operation for each crawl.

Targeted
zipcodes
(CHI/UIS/UDS)

Legend
Setup
Fusion
API

Targeted
businesses
(EYG)

Targeted
business URLs

Visit each
business

Repeated
Output

Collect
amenities list*
Collect
recommended
reviews

Business data

Review data

Collect not
recommended
reviews
Collect
removed
reviews**

Fig. 7. The data collection process. Yellow indicates setup steps that are
completed once. Red indicates steps that are completed for each crawl. Blue
indicates outputs.
* Amenities were collected only for CHI 8 and UDIS 4.
** Removed reviews were collected for CHI 7-8 and UDIS 3-4.
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